
Empowering Financial Freedom

One single marketplace for all your trading, investment & storage options. From 
our subscriptions to our Barrier Funding Program, we provide a complete user 
experience on digital currencies management & earning spaces. 

Mitotic Money is a Conglomerate business, serving clients with precise  
solutions for procurement, management & distribution of financial assets.  
Clients can choose from various investment options to secure verified  
returns ranging from 1.4% to 2% daily.

A Conglomerate Business Venture

MITOTIC MONEY



Mitotic Money Investments LLC is an 

enthusiastic start-up by renowned Forex trader 

Thomas Baker. Our start-up has a strong passion 

that dictates lead business partners to shape a 

community & derive the most out of investment & 

organisations promoting open doors.

Mitotic money is a finely selected and filtered 

group of trading experts all over the globe. We 

diversify all over the world operating in various 

countries and expanding constantly. Our main aim 

is risk-reduction in trading by adopting modern 

approaches for a sustainable future. We understand 

the basic problems faced by every investor & trader. 

Thus with our competence & potential we aim to be 

the link between our users and opportunities waiting 

to be utilized and explored.

Hello, I’m Thomas Baker, founder, and 

CEO of Mitotic Money investments LTD. 

I present you with the most elegant 

and ever brilliant trading platform to 

emphasize and standardize earning money 

at your fingertips. I would not bore you 

with all the details, especially financial 

ones. You have the access to a platform & 

a free mind to evaluate what we provide & 

how it makes us unique & best.

We are numero uno when it comes to forex and crypto, this is fact and no boasting. Our experts here have one 

objective and that is hitting the positive spikes in trades. Introducing myself, I am a former Biologist, with a keen 

interest in trading, which led us to form this great company. The foundation is strong comprising of our traders 

and analysts. They are very competitive and strive for the best all the time. Rest assured, I could say with my 

chest puffed that my company is in safe hands. Serving humankind to make it a better world shall be our motto.

Origin of Mitotic Money

CEOs Note 



Our management personnel follows a culture infused with passion, perseverance, 
impeccable judgment & independency. Blessed with wisdom & remarkable 
temperament, Mitotic Money is a group of cooperative individuals driven with fondness 
& packed with composure.

CEO 

Our ACE Player Thomas Baker sits at the top as Founder and Manager. Profoundly humble, devoting most of the 

time to his team constantly figuring out strategies and ideas to execute risk-free trades. A born leader paves the path 

for his team, a path to success.

Thomas Baker

CFO

Summer Cole is Chief Financial Officer. She is a strict 

lady with regard to money. Her thumb rule, “Every dime 

is accountable”, makes her most dreaded at the firm. 

She and her department decide on the diversification of 

funds, going short and long on trades and deciding on 

leverages on trades.

Summer Cole Leonard Rudd Spencer Phillips Gerald Harris

Forex Manager 

Spencer Phillips is a charming forex trading expert. 

He is responsible for everything ‘Forex’. Monitoring the 

pairs, breaking down the market drifts and proposing 

the most ideal exchange trade pairs to the Finance 

team to trade on. Framing elective techniques consider-

ing the detailed economic factors on a regular basis to 

make sure the trades are at minimal risk.

CTO

Leonard Rudd is a super cool tech nerd assuming 

responsibility for all technical procedures in the firm. He 

has been Head of the IT department for so long now. 

Our tools are computers & they form our core strength. 

Monitoring trades, analysing them, and executing them 

are three horsemen tasks at our organization.

Crypto Analyst

Gerald Harris is a witty personality. A smile generator 

at the firm. A serious crypto trader and with work mode 

ON, he is a machine. He takes care of monitoring all 

cryptos, ICOs, and research charts, observing and 

analysing the trends, predicting them, and suggesting 

the trades and advantages to the Finance team.

Mitotic Money - The Team



Mitotic Money has a very concrete legal structure, which makes it more reliable & promising. The 

registrations, statues and compliances are all legally framed, filed & are bound to Mitotic Money.

An organization that maintains its legitimate design and obligatory compliances guaranteeing the government 

assistance of financial assets and straightforwardness between the clients. A motivation inspired by entrepreneurs 

with views farsighted & not just private aspiration. We constantly make business decisions to reconstruct solid 

faith in earnings from currencies. We are currently registered in The UK & The USA. Soon we intend to establish 

ourselves all around the globe and have hubs for user assistance.

Legal Status 

UK Legal US Legal



Our Business & Customer Interests 

Mitotic Money is glad to have you and are clear in what we do. We follow sophisticated techniques that verify 

the accuracy & intrinsic values of the market. Mitotic Money has laid it all down in simplified language so that it is 

easily digestible to all our valuable customers. Let us crack our heads for you.

It all starts with pooling the funds. Clients all over the world fund in their desirable amounts to us in the form of 

subscriptions. Each subscription comes with its own set of returns, referrals and binary bonuses. Huge amounts 

of funds are diversified in various trade pairs of forex and crypto trades. Mitotic Money constantly monitors the 

currency pairs in the forex market and prices in crypto.

Users have the liberty to exercise various options available with us. Users can opt for portfolios where they are more 

comfortable & possess extensive knowledge of it. Providing different arenas of investment & serving various purpos-

es is our ultimatum. 

Forex & Crypto enthusiasts wanting to represent themselves in the industry can equip 

themselves with our plans while monitoring trades, charts and news to gain experience 

& evolve with better options to deal with the currencies. Our investment plans create 

a prominent impact on eradicating risks, ensuring timely exit without collateral damage 

& providing users with power-packed profits. We let our users have multiple choices. 

Users can opt for days & the amount as well for every plan making it a perfect mix. You 

can enjoy multiple bonuses with Mitotic Money. After all, who doesn’t love some extra 

happiness? We offer a Revenue bonus, Tree bonus, and Affiliate bonus.

For the very first time users has a choice to store their cryptos without being hit by the 

market forces. Mitotic Money gives users the advantage to store their cryptos at fixed 

current market prices in terms of equivalent dollars. Appreciation ranging from 4.5%-

14.5% is allotted to the stored funds. After a lock in period of 30 days, the user can 

withdraw the entire balance as stored funds. The recent volatility in crypto has wiped off 

massive investor funds & has led to the decline of users willing to trade in digital assets. 

Mitotic Money provides a safe passage to existing crypto holders to maintain & uphold 

their asset value using our Barrier Funding Program.

For all the masterminds out there with experience, skill, knowledge & wealth, we could 

just imagine extending our services by simply providing you with our verified MT4 

accounts where you are at the liberty to execute your own trades & form positions in the 

current market. We just add the icing to your funds. Our robots help you eliminate losses 

by detecting any abnormal patterns which may lead to drastic variations. In helpless 

times, when you are left with no option our robots work their magic. Robots are Robots. 

They do what they do. That is what makes them different from us.

Subscriptions

Storage

Trading



Mitotic Money Star features

Matrix Style Subscriptions

Choose subscriptions according to suitable 

variances in slab and time. This enables you to 

plan & manage your portfolios to attain maximum 

benefits.

Super Support

We never let our clients have second thoughts. 

What makes a good organization? Support and 

impeccable service to customers. Every query at 

Mitotic Money is resolved.

Crypto Storage Options

Mitotic Moneys Barrier Funding Program is an 

initiative where users can choose to store their 

Cryptos with us in Native US Dollars & avoid any 

speculation loss.

Godspeed Transactions 

You will be amazed to know that all the trans-

actions at Mitotic Money are lined & operated 

promptly & at once. A fair & hassle free system for 

faster progression.

MM Store 

Exclusive Mitotic Money store for all MM users. 

From redeeming loyalty points to availing valuable 

services, you are about to experience the best 

entity.



Our Values

Assurance

What is a relation that has no assurance? We assure you and your assets 

with our lives. Assurance is the basis & start of any proceeding. As people, 

we assure & come true on our actions to build & further solidify the assurance 

made. 

Home

We make you feel at home, anytime, every time, and all the time. It’s our 

promise and it’s our value to abide by it. Do not think, do not hesitate just let 

your inquiries, questions and ideas stream the entire way to us. We appreciate 

users reaching out to us & being involved, accompanied by us.

Skill

Every employee should be skilled, that’s how we can provide the best 

experience on our platform. All our team members are smart and skilled, 

furnishing you with the greatest support. Skill comes from perseverance, 

endurance, patience & ideas combined with knowledge.

Care

Caring is essential and we care for our customers like family. We treat our 

business with passion, delight and responsibility & not mere duty. We say this 

because every single user is entrusted with our dedicated service, support & 

care.

What makes us complete & unique are our values. A big term in itself with faith embod-
ied. We wanted to express our values not just by words but also as a gesture towards 
the users that make them feel united & dedicated. We abide by 4 values to bring out 
the best in us and provide you utmost experience at mitotic money. We strongly follow 
C.A.S.H.



Fund Management By MM  
& Attribution By MM

Each & every business cannot sustain itself solely on its originated business model. Adaptability to change, 

improvising technical strategies & adhering to modern commerce is mandatory to overcome economic 

complications. Thus 20% of funds are allotted to Venture Capitalists in the industry. These mainly include ICO 

investments, NFTs & pre-acquired tokens for sale. Through these acquisitions, Mitotic Money targets to attain 

positions that are far more superior & strong.

The balance funds are held as operational/working capital for an effortless movement of daily performances. A 

permanent aggregate amount with escalation provisions for growth is set apart for this purpose. This ensures 

a flawless process of services in various departments to our clients.

Sometimes our profits are beyond the total pay-outs to the customers. The excess funds are transferred to the 

‘Security deposit scheme’ under one of our various departments. This is used as contingency funds/escrow 

funds.

The currency markets are free willed. They can neither be controlled nor completely acknowledged because 

of their vastness & multiple factors acting on them simultaneously. To overcome such hindrances 40% of 

funds are held in stock to overcome sudden market crises & daily speculations beyond the normal range. This 

helps us to convert our daily trades to holding positions over a period. With this, we stay on course with our 

predetermined market strategies while adapting to the trends.

These are the funds that cover the costs of daily returns provided by Mitotic Money. Revenue funds are 

allotted in the market with the motive to maintain effortless processing of daily funds from Mitotic Money to 

its users. Revenue funds form 30% of the total funds nurtured by Mitotic Money. These are diversified into 

Futures, Options & day trading of Forex & Cryptocurrencies. These funds aid the base of our daily returns. 

These funds are put to trade on a daily basis to cover the costs of earnings provided to the users. 

The amounts that are collectively pooled from every single investor are converted into 
investing in a manner that leads to utmost regulation of our business model. Out of every 
100% fund gathered at Mitotic Money the following pattern of investment is elected 
upon:

Fortune Funds 

Contingent Funds

Safety Margin Funds

Revenue Funds



Disbursement Of Funds By Mitotic Money

Forex & Crypto 

Mitotic Money is concentrated largely on Forex & Crypto activities. Thus, they form 73% of our total income derived. 

All the major work force is diverted to uphold this section & adapt better strategies to expand & uphold the integrity.

Rate Arbitrage

Different economies, variation in prices, change in demand & supply, market practices are all factors leading to 

massive rate arbitrages. Being a Global company puts us on the lead to have advantage. A considerable 12% of our 

income is extracted from this section.

Joint Ventures

Collaborations not only help you with man power, resources & funding but they serve a means to implement modern 

tech, diverge in businesses & also help you with stronger motives. Mitotic Money is a conglomerate business that 

will always support & grow together. We have 6% of our incomes from Joint Ventures.

Fortune Investments 

A business can survive only by adapting to modern techniques & having modern solutions to same old age 

problems. People fail to recognize the importance of change. However, at MM we invite change with open arms 

& thus look to invest in trends & markets that are formed newly & have a larger scope of opportunities. 9% of our 

sources are from these investments.

Fortune Investments  

5%

Rate Arbitrage  

6%

Joint Ventures  

3%
Revenue funds  

15%

Safety margin funds 

20%

Forex & Crypto trading  

36%
Operational funds  

5%
Fortune funds 

10%



Daily ROE
Total Returns on 

The Plan
Referral Returns

Binary Capping Per 
Day

Loyalty Points

2.0% 350% 11% $10000 150

175  
Days

PREMIUM $100k & Above

PLAN ECO  
$60-$3999

LITE  
$4000-$49999

PRIME  
$50000-$99999

125  
Days

Daily ROE 1.40% 1.60% 1.80%

Total Returns on The Plan 175% 200% 225%

Referral Returns 8% 9% 10%

Binary Capping Per Day $900 $4500 $9000

MM Loyalty Points 10 20 40

145  
Days

Daily ROE 1.40% 1.60% 1.80%

Total Returns on The Plan 203% 232% 261%

Referral Returns 8% 9% 10%

Binary Capping Per Day $900 $4500 $9000

MM Loyalty Points 15 30 60

165  
Days

Daily ROE 1.40% 1.60% 1.80%

Total Returns on The Plan 231% 264% 297%

Referral Returns 8% 9% 10%

Binary Capping Per Day $900 $4500 $9000

MM Loyalty Points 20 40 80

Being Premium always feels nice & Premium

Our unique matrix-style subscription plan is sure to get you excited. Picking a slab that your investment criteria fits in 

then select the term of the investment. Users are encouraged to utilize the term selected to make higher profits from 

the investments. This is possible by adding other sources apart from ROE to your basket, which include Referral 

income, Binary earnings, Bonuses, and many more. The funds are invested to gain maximum future value & are 

compensated for the efforts of individual wealth creators. Letting you be occupied with your interests & have an easy 

time with earning. Your faith, our efforts and combined success.

Daily returns, Affiliate incomes, Bonuses & much more with just a plan at Mitotic Money. Further 

exclusive efforts will attract stunning bonuses & further facilitate wealth building.

An exquisite portfolio offered for the utmost financial stability

Subscriptions



Mitotic Money works all days & provides returns for 
all 5 days of the week. We believe in real potentials & 
returns.

Reference to Subscriptions

Pots

Exclusive benefits with MM

Flat Binary Earnings of 9% for every user.

Any user can create multiple user IDs using one email ID.

The 6 digit wallet ID given to you after signing up is your referral ID/Mitotic Money ID

The 6 digit wallet ID used by you at the time of registration is your sponsor ID.

An active account is mandatory to withdraw or initiate wallet transfers.

Accounts can request withdrawals & initiate wallet transfers from $15 & above.

Nominal 7% withdrawal charges on all transactions.

Any individual account crossing a total self-investment of $150000 would be eligible for a waiver of 

withdrawal charges.      

On every new self-activation made within an account, 2% of the transaction is allotted for MM 

Fund creation by MM for every user.

Loyalty points from 10-150 awarded from joining MM to every self-activation by a user & activations by 

following direct referrals

Pots are where you collect your valuables & precious belongings. What is precious than Money & what better place 

to collect it at Mitotic Money. We offer just 2 pots for all your collective earnings. Access all your funds from the 2 

pots & have a complete track of your transactions. Clean & subtle. Let us know what the pots mean & how they 

operate.

Per Diem Pot 

Your ROE for each day is added to this pot. All the earnings made on investment throughout the 

term of the subscription will be available for withdrawal from here. The dates of withdrawal are the 

15th & 30th of every month. Reinvestment & downline activations are possible from the pot. You can 

transfer balances to other accounts Per-diem pot.

Flash Pot 

All your personal dedicated earnings are credited to this pot. The referral earnings, binaries from 

downlines & so on.  Along with these Barrier returns & Bonuses also form a part of your flash pot. 

This wallet is active from the time of registration and is available forever. Ceaseless withdrawals 

throughout the day are available & credited straight to your currency wallet. Fund transfer to self 

Per Diem Pot can be done.

Wallet reinvestment is possible by contributing 60% of the investment value 

from Wallet & 40% by Cash payment.



MM Fund

Loyalty 
Points

MMedze 

2%2%2%

MM Special 

Mitotic Money as an organization understands the concept of Money. We ensure our users a healthy portfolio by 

adding secured, fixed & guaranteed returns to their investments. Every penny saved is a penny earned. Thus we 

believe in long-term stability and offer our users exclusive Mitotic Money Fund & Loyalty Points. Along with these 

are additional rewards for the hard work and compensations as part of goodwill.  Our bonus & leadership plans will 

surely give you a feel of what you have been missing all this time.

A fund exclusively created by Mitotic Money for its users. Once a user activates a package at 

Mitotic Money, a Lifetime membership Reserve fund will be accounted. Mitotic Money adds the 

funds in this basket at the rate of 2% on every new cash subscription made to the account. 

This empowers every user with huge funds accumulated over the period. Since these are extra 

earnings & no cash-outflow is required, an extra virtual income is accounted for by Mitotic Money 

to every individual user. You can track your collective earnings in the dashboard under the Mitotic 

Money fund.

MM edge by Mitotic Money adds that extra sparkle to your life & services. Exclusively Mitotic 

Money users only can access MM edge store. At Mitotic Money, we are constantly developing 

ourselves as a premier business that upgrades itself to be resourceful and provide aid to user 

necessities. Let us join & excel in making this journey to success a reality.

MMEDZE allows users to redeem 

loyalty points in exchange of gadgets 

& appliances.

EXCHANGE among any 

cryptocurrencies & native 

currencies for ZERO FEE.

MM COIN is on the rise with 

tokens running out. Soon to be 

revolutionary change.

VIRTUAL GAMING on your phones to 

showcase your skills and earn from it. 

Services to book itineraries,  

tickets & discount coupons. 

 Loyalty is rare & always to be rewarded. At Mitotic Money, we ensure that every loyal user is en-

titled to rewards for trusting & believing in us. With a lifetime membership with Mitotic Money, you 

get to enjoy various offers. One such is the Loyalty Points. On every new self-investment, 

you earn from 10-150 loyalty points & 5 loyalty points on every new investment by a 

direct referral under you. For every 10 loyalty points, $1 equivalent can be redeemed. These 

loyalty points can be redeemed on MitoticMoneyedze.com



Affiliate earnings

All your earnings apart from your investments such as referral, binary & other indirect 
earnings are termed affiliate income. These incomes are accounted when there is a new 
source of investment. The ROE is accounted to invested users on a fix basis. Users will 
definitely gain more monetary benefits only by picking higher amount of investments. 
However, affiliate earnings are a free source of income. Users with skill and network 
building can gather leads for Mitotic Money and earn attractive referral and binary 
earnings.

Referral Earnings

No jargons. You refer, you earn. A part of the investment made by your downline is accounted to you for the 

efforts. These are in cases where the person joining under you has signed up using your referral ID. Any person 

joining using any referral ID other than yours will attract no referral income. Either a share in profits or a stake in the 

company should compensate any new investments coming into any firm. Business is receiving benefits on two 

ends. Since Mitotic Money is a user-based organization with its own financial resources, we look to raise funds from 

users at a price that we term referral.

Referral earnings are computed according to your selected subscription. You earn a referral at the rate prescribed 

in your plan. You can upgrade your referral percentage by shifting to a higher investment. If two subscriptions are 

active at the same time, the highest referral percentage available among the purchased subscriptions will be picked 

for computing referral income. Direct efforts for your long hours & dedication.  At MM we offer from 8%-11% 

referral income.

No investment is necessary to refer & get credit points in your wallet. An investment is mandatory before 

withdrawing any fund from your wallet. Instant credit & Round clock withdrawal is possible from Flash Pot.



Binary Earnings
This is where you get your stake at Mitotic Money. The early rangers are always the most benefited. A 
stake as binary is paid on all indirect referrals & accounts where your efforts to influence users have 
been minimal. Binary is paid for all pairs that are formed under you as your downlines & their downlines 
& so on. Basically taking the chain to infinity & multiplying your earnings to another level. Once a slot/
position is allotted to a user in the binary tree, it is engraved there forever. Yes, you can access your 
account at any time.

Since Binary is paid for forming matching pairs with equal amounts one pair is necessary to start your 
binary earnings & withdraw them. To be eligible to withdraw your binary earnings all you have to do is 
refer to or create two accounts (One on either leg of your account) that are activated & invested. This will 
empower you to withdraw all the binary earnings from your downlines & theirs.

A Flat 9% Binary income is awarded to all. Since it is a matter of stake, we wanted everyone to have 
a fair chance. No investment is necessary to refer & get credit points in your wallet. An investment is 
mandatory before withdrawing any fund from your wallet.

Instant credit & Round clock withdrawal is possible from Flash Pot.

Binary Capping Per Day
Describing it aptly, it’s the maximum binary earnings that can be made by a user on a single 
day. Depending upon the subscription opted, binary capping is pre-defined for all the plans. Any binary 
earned over the capping limit in a day will be expelled from the calculation. Binary capping applies day-
wise. At the end of the day, your capping limit is refreshed & is available for the following day.



$750 $1800 $3500 $7500 $12500 $20000

$75K $150K $250K $500K $750K $1000K

BONUS

REVENUE

150 $500 150

300 $1000 300

450 $2500 450

600 $5000 600

750 $7500 750

1000+ $12000 1000+

TREE BONUS

Number of active 

accounts on right side

Number of active 

accounts on left side

YOU

Bonus Plans

You can enjoy multiple bonuses with Mitotic Money. After all, who doesn’t love some 
extra happiness? You have the freedom of opting for bonuses of your choice or go 
robust on all of them, no strings attached. We offer a Revenue bonus, Tree bonus, and 
Affiliate bonus.

Revenue Bonus

Your cash investments amounting to the total given milestone value will make you eligible for a respective bonus. 

All the direct investments you make to your account are accountable for the revenue bonuses. Downline and wallet 

activations are not considered. There is no time limit for this bonus, no particular amounts or number of recurring 

investments and the total amount of investments so far to your account will be considered.

Tree Bonus

On accumulation of active accounts under you & on reaching a given milestone you are entitled to the respective 

bonus. You can see your progress in your binary tree and your direct referrals under you. All direct active accounts 

are accounted for calculation. For example, if you have 165 direct referrals on your left and 172 on your right, you will 

be eligible for the first milestone and so on. 



Weekly sales (direct) Bonus

$15000 - $24999 1%

$25000 - $39999 2%

$40000 - $74999 3%

$75000 - $124999 4%

Above $125000 5%

Own Investment Total Downline business Commission & Subscription

Above $750 Above $100000 1% + $750 subscription

Above $2000 Above $150000 2% + $1250 subscription

Above $4000 Above $225000 3% + $2500 subscription

Above $8000 Above $350000 4% + $6000 subscription

Above $15000 Above $600000 5% + $10000 subscription

Affiliate Bonus

Reach the weekly direct sales milestone i.e. direct sales under you and given weekly active direct referrals. This is 

valid for a week and the counter resets every week. If you manage to reach the milestone that week, you are entitled 

to the respective bonus.

You should make sure to qualify for both the minimum requirements i.e. weekly direct sales and weekly active direct 

referrals to be eligible for the respective bonus, this has a time limit of one week. You can manage to earn this bonus 

every week. The week starts from Monday & all the bonuses for the current week are credited on next Monday.

You are accountable for affiliate bonuses only when you have a minimum of 15 new active direct referrals for the 

current week. It implies that 15 new active direct referrals are necessary & that the sales need to be from direct 

referrals. The sales can be from any active direct account under you & not the 15 freshly joined accounts.

Fortnight Mania

As the name suggests this is valid for 15 days or fourteen nights. All the rush to claim is to be done within 15 days 

of the time period. You should have a minimum given investment to your account, and respective direct and indirect 

downline business. If you manage to do all this in a span of 15 days, you will be entitled to a bonus on your total 

downline business (direct and indirect) and a free subscription to the respective bonus slab.

Let’s consider the first slab for a detailed explanation. You shall invest your own account with $750 or multiple 

subscriptions amounting to $750 and manage a total downline business of a minimum of $100000 (direct and 

indirect), all of this in 15 days. You are also entitled to 1% of the total downline business you’ve managed to bring 

in, which is more than $100000, and a free subscription of $750 to your own account, the same applies to all slabs 

in fortnight mania. You are accountable for affiliate bonuses only when you have a minimum of 25 new active direct 

referrals for the current week. The bonuses are calculated for every 15 days starting from 1st of every month.

Affiliate Bonus

Fortnight Mania



Marketer 

Opting for our first plan in the leadership program is for our budding leaders who have a small scale following with 

them. The Marketer program is for $10000 & following benefits are attracted.

Subscription worth $7500. 

2% additional credit to Flash pot on total revenue from the day of program activation. 

24x7 exclusive support from our Lead Executives. 

Marketing support incl. Goodies, flyers, banners and much more worth $5000. 

Additional 50 loyalty points credited to your account.

Leadership programs

Mitotic Money offers you 3 leadership subscriptions. Leaders are one of a kind and their 
hustle and prowess are unimaginable. We are introducing leader centric subscriptions 
especially for leaders. Do more get more is the basic law leaders tend to easily adhere 
to; 

These 3 programs are set to distinguish leaders from casual users. If you are a hustler, these programs will be the 

sweetest for your daily routine. Availing of any of these subscriptions will provide the leaders with a subscription, 

additional sales credit, and Exclusive 24x7 support from our lead executives, marketing support, goodies and much 

more. In addition, loyalty points are rewarded.

Executive

This program is for leaders with a moderate following with them. The Executive program comes for $20000.

Subscription worth $16000. 

4% additional credit to Flash pot on total revenue from the day of program activation. 

24x7 exclusive support from our Lead Executives. 

Marketing support incl. Goodies, flyers, banners and much more worth $10000. 

Additional 100 loyalty points credited to your account.

Franchisee 

This program is for full-fledged leaders who have large-scale influence and following. The Franchisee program is 

priced at $50000.

Subscription worth $45000. 

6% additional credit to Flash pot on total revenue from the day of program activation. 

24x7 exclusive support from our Lead Executives. 

Marketing support incl. Goodies, flyers, banners and much more worth $25000 

Additional 200 loyalty points credited to your account.

Apart from these, the leaders shall be entitled to receive leads from MM in their vicinity & promote events sponsored 

by Mitotic Money. A perfect-mix for any leaders at Mitotic Money.



WITHDRAWAL FEES

RETURNS

0%

4.5% – 14.5%

Barrier funding program

The first ever platform bringing you the luxury to store your Crypto & earn simultaneously 
on them. We let users achieve accurate portfolios by managing & enhancing the values 
of digital assets.

Barrier funding by Mitotic Money lets you store all your Cryptocurrencies in our Mitotic Money 

barrier wallet. Rightly called so this wallet acts as a barrier to the speculations arising in the currencies. Users can 

store their coins & cryptocurrencies at current market prices in equivalent values of dollars. The stored dollars 

shall remain unaltered at any given time irrespective of any speculation arising concerning cryptos. The value 

of dollars that represents the amount transferred using Cryptocurrency is the amount you get on withdrawal with 

additional barrier returns ranging from 4.5%-14.5% monthly according to the period invested. No processing 

fee is levied on this entire transaction. That is what is on offer with Mitotic Money.

Pros of Barrier Funding

Any downward speculation in 

crypto will not cause a decline 

in your funds.

No processing fee or charges to 

be paid at the time of withdrawal

Every 30 days the user is 

entitled to withdraw his complete 

earnings along with the capital.

The Barrier Returns are credited 

to your flash pot every 30th Day 

& are immediately available for 

withdrawal.

Fixed barrier wallet returns of 

4.5% & more are ensured on 

the stored funds. 

1

4

2

5

3



Day Barrier Returns Capital Appreciation on every 
$200 Stored

1-30 4.5 % $ 9

31-60 5 % $ 19

61-90 5.5 % $ 30

91-120 6.25 % $ 42.5

121-150 7 % $ 56.5

151-180 7.75 % $ 72

181-210 8.75 % $ 89.5

211-240 9.75 % $ 109

241-270 10.75 % $ 130.5

271-300 12 % $ 154.5

301-330 13.25 % $ 181

331-360 14.5 % $ 210

Notes

A minimum of $200 is required to store your funds at Mitotic Money. You can store any amount above $200.

The lock-in-period of 30 days is applicable from the 1st day of storage. Any user whose storage period has 

not covered 30 days will be not liable to withdraw the amount

The Withdrawal option shall be available every 30th day.

In case of multiple storages, each storage made shall be accounted separately. Every individual storage will 

have a lock-in-period of 30 days & returns based on the term of each individual storage.

Any user who opts to continue for the desired term will be gaining barrier returns at the prescribed rates.

If a user withdraws any amount of funds from the stored wallet, the cycle starts from the beginning and you 

shall be entitled to 4.5% returns thereon.

Sitting quiet & letting your hard earned wealth drain by market forces and speculation is not wise. Select prudently. 

Choose Barrier Funding Choose Mitotic Money. The wealthy ones are wealth creators & we acknowledge this 

fact very wisely. Let your money work for you. Join today to have a safe passage & let Mitotic Money unravel the 

opportunities in the financial world

Fixed Barrier returns according to the term stored is awarded on the cryptos



Trading By MM

Mitotic money Investments LLC primarily deals with cryptocurrency trading and Forex 
trading. A set of rigorous guidelines have been laid out to carry out the daily trading 
activities that control the disbursing of funds in several venues. Before you invest your 
money, it is good to know how your money is accounted, what are the basics, how Mi-
totic Money excels and gushes through the volatile markets of crypto and forex trading, 
and manages the pooled funds flawlessly.

Forex Trading By Mitotic Money

     Fast Trades in A Fast Market

Forex trading has fast become one of the most popular investment strategies, allowing non-institutional investors 

to take advantage of micro-changes in the marketplace. Investing in Forex with Mitotic Money means you can take 

advantage of a fast-paced, global marketplace –– whilst taking advantage of our in-depth research and years of 

experience.

     Clear Communication

We’re always transparent. You can see the same charts and data that we use to make decisions, and we are 

available if you need us to adjust or course-correct based on your own knowledge and research. You will be given 

a personal plan for your investments, so you always know where you stand. As with all our investment policies, our 

Forex Managed Accounts are upfront and completely clear when it comes to fees or commissions.

    The Prodigious Theory

Sharks & Elephants are not referred to just so. We know the power they hold & the damage that they could cause. 

We intend to become Sharks & Elephants. Any enormous movement drives the price wave causing a huge gap 

between targeted prices & holdings. By pooling massive funds from users, services & resources, we are always 

at the liberty to hold the trades & execute them for our targeted prices. It also aids you to build long & recurring 

positions in the market assisting for massive chunks in profits.

Cryptocurrency Trading By Mitotic Money

    Informed, Timely Decision Making

At Mitotic Money, we have been into Cryptocurrencies 

since the beginning. Our team of crypto fund 

managers has the experience and knowledge to put 

your money to work – ensuring you avoid short-term 

volatilities and take advantage of the longer-term 

upward movement of the market.and other parameters. 

Speculation is art with Mitotic Money being the artist.

    Correction from Competition

Every user on the internet has various choices, 

priorities, preferences & approachability toward various 

resourceful service providers. Making the competition 

& fight stronger to survive & continue. This allows the 

contributors to match up the rivalries in the industry 

bringing a drastic change in offers for the price, rates, 

and other parameters. Speculation is art with Mitotic 

Money being the artist.

    Profitability through Volatility

The markets are never flat & if there is no movement 

then you’re at the wrong market with the wrong 

intention. Only volatility attracts variations & variations 

are what cause gains. We know the amount of 

liability that we can expose & control to accumulate 

the targets.sectors to promote a comprehensive 

approach.

    Diversification & Saturation

It is imminent to not have all your highs & anticipation 

flowing in just one direction. You can never judge all 

the components of an active market. It is invariably 

advised to hold portfolios across different industries & 

sectors to promote a comprehensive approach.
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MM vision mapped with success

The destination is often deserted if you haven’t lived the journey. We cherish every mo-
ment at Mitotic Money. Join with us for a better & an opportunistic world.

Hitting the Markets Handsomely
Word spreads, people start noticing and acknowledging what Thomas and his friends have been up to, with 

the promising results, people approached if they could be a part of it as well and it was a bonus to Thomas 

as larger is the pool of funds, larger the leverage and so are the profits. This was the start of something big.

An Opportunistic World
Mitotic Money considered to up the game by introducing flexible investment options for retail investors. As an 

initiative, we launched barrier funding, where users can store the crypto at a fixed rate in equivalent dollars. 

This has become a huge hit among clients, as they need not worry about price drop in crypto with monthly 

withdrawals that are hassle free

The Launch Of A Conglomerate Venture
Mitotic Money will now enter global online business offering every individual across the globe to participate 

and encourage learning & awareness of digital assets & their trading. Giving users every option to invest 

trade and store digital assets, all at a single marketplace- Mitotic Money.

The Exclusive Mitotic Money Community
With satisfactory global expansion & establishments Mitotic Money shall be generating good revenue. With 

this, MM store will be launched, where users will redeem their loyalty points earned on the MM platform, to 

utilise the points against gift cards, services and a wide range of products. Soon by the month of December 

2023, Individual MT4 accounts will be provided, so that users can trade on their own with the help of our 

trade bots.

The Global Stride of Confidence by MM
By Start of 2023 Mitotic Money will establish itself as a global platform merchandising in various aspects. 

Global debit cards will be accessible &, users can convert the wallet funds into their MM bank account funds 

and withdraw them anywhere, anytime. We will provide a portal where users can exchange their currencies, 

swap both crypto and real currencies with us.

Continuing The Legacy 
Being fully equipped, Mitotic Money will look to become a platform for the users looking for constant growth. 

Mitotic Money will keep preparing and adapting to the new trends and substitutes that look to overwhelm the 

audience at large and which may have long lasting impacts. Keep in touch for more updates…

Sowing a Digital Seed 

Thomas baker, a renowned biologist and a crypto enthusiast, further hones his skills of crypto trading and 

generating active profits. Covid hits and everyone locked in their homes, struggling to earn their bread. It 

was high time that something had to be done to survive these hard times.



We are just a click away from 
you.

Feel free to connect,  
share & earn.

+44 746 964 9671
+44 746 964 9678

support@mitoticmoney.com

https://www.facebook.com/mitoticmoneyinvestments 

www.facebook.com/groups/mitoticmoneyinvestments/

@mitoticmoneyinv

Where Imagination Meets Reality.

Mitotic Money Investments

www.linkedin.com/in/mitoticmoneyinvestments


